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Sailors in a motor launch brave smoke and flames
to rescue a survivor from the USS West Virginia.
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The scream of 200 Japanese aircraft shatters a quiet Sunday morning at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
Amidst the bombs and the killing, US servicemen scramble desperately to fight back. The surprise
attack aims to smash the US fleet so that Japan can conquer a vast Pacific empire. The plan
backfires, however. Pearl Harbor unites a divided America, and the nation vows to defeat the Axis
powers and liberate those suffering under their rule.
A Japanese dive bomber attacks during the raid on Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941.
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“Yesterday, December 7th, 1941, a date which will live in infamy, the United States of America was
suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the Empire of Japan…With confidence
in our armed forces, with the unbounding determination of our people, we will gain the inevitable
triumph—so help us God.” —President Franklin D. Roosevelt
Japan’s strike at Pearl Harbor is a hard blow, but not decisive. The Navy repairs six of the eight
battleships sunk or damaged and returns them to duty. The attack misses America’s precious
aircraft carriers, which are at sea during the attack. At Midway six months later, aircraft launching
from these US carriers sink four of the six Japanese aircraft carriers that attacked Pearl Harbor.
“Remember Pearl Harbor!” becomes the American rallying cry. For the next four years, US troops
fight their way across the Pacific and Europe, liberating continents and conquered peoples. On
September 2, 1945, the US will accept the Japan’s formal surrender aboard the USS Missouri,
anchored in Tokyo Bay.
Above: Sailors place leis and US flags on the graves of fifteen servicemen buried near Kaneohe Bay Naval Air Station.
Below: President Franklin D. Roosevelt addresses a joint session of Congress asking for a declaration of war against Japan, December 8, 1941.
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US forces are technically on alert that fateful Sunday, but few commanders believe Japan capable
of striking at Pearl Harbor. Ships sit peacefully at anchor, and aircraft are parked wingtip to
wingtip on their airfields. The Japanese have prepared carefully: designing special torpedoes for
the shallow waters of the harbor and hiding their aggressive intentions by sending special envoys
to Washington for talks. As a result, US Marines, soldiers and sailors waking from their Saturday
evening fun have no inkling that death is stalking their island paradise.
Top: Beachgoers enjoy the sun and surf on Honolulu’s Waikiki Beach in 1940.
Above left: Aerial photograph of Pearl Harbor and Ford Island, May 1940.
Above right: Planes lined up at Ewa Field, to protect against sabotage, proved easy targets for attacking Japanese aircraft.
Below: A view of Battleship Row from Ford Island, a few months before the Japanese attack.
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A SAILOR’S STORY
Myron Brophy, a young sailor from Vermont, has called the battleship Arizona home since 1940.
In letters to his sister, Brophy describes life aboard ship, liberty in Honolulu, and biking across
Oahu Island. In one of his last letters home, he mentions that he has applied for transfer to a
Boston-based ship so he can be closer to home. The transfer doesn’t come soon enough. Brophy
is below decks when Arizona’s forward magazines explode in the opening moments of the attack.
Today, he lies entombed with over a thousand of his Arizona shipmates at the bottom of Pearl Harbor.
Top right: Letter of condolence to Brophy’s sister, Mrs. Pernas Jacobs, from the Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox.
Above right: Novelty certificate issued to Brophy by the Royal Annex, a popular sailor’s bar in Honolulu.
Below: Brophy’s Purple Heart Citation.
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Two hundred miles north of Oahu, a first wave of 183 aircraft launches from six Japanese aircraft
carriers at 6:15 a.m. The Japanese pilots winging their way towards Pearl Harbor are highly
skilled, experienced, and battle-hardened. US pilots, by contrast, lack combat experience, and are
completely oblivious to the imminent Japanese attack.
Above left: Lieutenant Commander Mitsuo Fuchida of the Imperial
Japanese Navy, leader of the first strike at Pearl Harbor.
Above right: Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, Commander-in-Chief of
the Japanese Combined Fleet and architect of the plan to attack
Pearl Harbor.
Left: Vice Admiral Chuichi Nagumo, commander of the Japanese
strike fleet at Pearl Harbor.
Below: Japanese aircraft carrier Akagi preparing to launch aircraft
on the morning of December 7, 1941.
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Top left: A dead American sailor lying near the Kaneohe Bay Naval Air Station.
Top right: A serviceman displays souvenirs collected from one of the twenty-nine Japanese planes downed during the raid.
Above: Civilians killed by an errant US 5" anti-aircraft shell that exploded in Honolulu. Most of the civilians killed in the attack on Pearl Harbor were
victims of shells fired by US ships.
Above right: The wreck of a crashed “Val” dive bomber.
Below: Burial ceremonies on December 8, 1941. Note the sandbagged emplacement atop the small hill.
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The leader of the Japanese strike force, Lieutenant Commander
Mitsuo Fuchida, gives his pilots the signal to attack at 7:50 a.m.
Torpedo bombers peel off to hit the battleships in the harbor, while
dive bombers and fighter aircraft attack US Army and Navy airfields
ashore. Fuchida radios Admiral Chuichi Nagumo, commander of the
Japanese fleet, that the attack has achieved complete surprise.
Above: A captured Japanese photograph showing the first moments of the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Right: A Japanese Aichi D3A “Val” dive bomber photographed during the attack.
Below: Captured Japanese photo showing a Nakajima B5N “Kate” torpedo bomber flying over Hickam Field.
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Top: Sailors ready a machine gun under the wing of a
damaged Catalina patrol plane on Ford Island.
Above: Sailors retrieve the body of a Japanese aviator,
washed ashore in Pearl Harbor.
Right: A 5" gun battery on the partially-righted USS Oklahoma.
Below: December 9th photo of the charred remains of the
USS Arizona. The collapsed foremast burned for two days.
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An American officer on duty strains to read the tail number on the lead Japanese dive bomber
plunging towards Ford Island Naval Station. He believes it is a US Navy pilot hot-dogging, but a series
of massive explosions convinces him otherwise. Torpedoes hit the Oklahoma, West Virginia, Nevada,
and California, and a direct bomb hit on the USS Arizona detonates her forward magazines. The
massive blast sinks the ship, killing 1,177 crewmembers.
Above: The USS Arizona burning fiercely just after her forward magazines explode.
Below: A torn American flag flies over the burning barracks at Hickam Field.
Below right: Aircraft hangar and planes on fire at the Ford Island Naval Air Station’s seaplane base.
Bottom: The destroyer Shaw explodes after taking direct hits from several Japanese bombs. Photos Courtesy National Archives

Above: The incinerated wreck of a P-40 fighter at Wheeler Field.
Below: The ruins of Battleship Row several days after the attack.
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Realizing this is not a drill, stunned US servicemen try to fight back, smashing locks on ammunition
boxes and manning anti-aircraft batteries. On the West Virginia, mess attendant Doris Miller mans a
.50-caliber machine gun, although he has never trained on the weapon.
Two pilots of the 47th Pursuit Squadron are part of all-night poker game when the attack begins.
Second Lieutenants Ken Taylor and George Welch swiftly get their P-40s aloft and shoot down four
Japanese aircraft apiece.
At 8:40 a.m., the first wave of Japanese planes heads back to their
fleet, having lost only nine aircraft. At 8:54 a.m., a second wave of
167 Japanese planes arrives over Oahu.
Above: Panoramic view of Pearl Harbor during the Japanese raid. Anti-aircraft shells burst overhead.
Right: One of twenty-nine Japanese aircraft lost, this “Val” dive bomber trails flames from its right
wing. The dark plume in the right center is smoke from the burning USS Arizona.
Below: Marines man an improvised fighting position on Ford Island’s airstrip.
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Following the attack, US military personnel are jittery and on high alert all over the Hawaiian Islands.
No one knows if the onslaught is over, or if the Japanese will return to invade Hawaii. Amid the
uncertainty, only one thing is clear: the United States is now at war.
Above: The Japanese attack destroyed these US Army Air Forces aircraft on the ground at Wheeler Field.
Below: An officer inspects wrecked Army aircraft at Wheeler Field during salvage operations after the attack.
Bottom: Wrecked Navy aircraft litter Ford Island’s seaplane base. The Japanese attack destroyed 92 naval aircraft and damaged 31.
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The Japanese second wave converges over Ford Island and “Battleship Row,” where the damaged
USS Nevada is trying to escape to the open sea. Japanese bombs score five direct hits, trying to sink
Nevada in the narrow channel of the harbor and block access to the sea. Nevada’s crew beaches the
battleship, however, keeping Pearl Harbor open for the US Navy.
Above: As the USS Shaw burns in the distance, sailors start cleaning up Ford Island’s seaplane base.
Below: Crewmen abandon the damaged USS California.
Bottom: USS Nevada, the one battleship to get underway during the attack.
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By 10:15 a.m., the Japanese attack is over. It has killed 2,403 Americans, wounded 1,178 others, and
crippled or sunk twenty-one US vessels. Some 350 wrecked or damaged aircraft litter US airfields.
Rescue efforts commence immediately. The Oklahoma has rolled over, trapping its crew underwater.
Salvage crews work round the clock, cutting through the ship’s hull to get to the trapped crew. Sailors
on the West Virginia survive on emergency rations and tap out SOS messages for weeks from their
watertight compartments. Months later, workers recover the bodies of three sailors in a storeroom.
The last day crossed off on their calendar is December 23.
Above left: Rescue teams work on the capsized USS Oklahoma, trying to free crew members trapped inside.
Above right: The dying USS West Virginia moments after the Japanese air attack.
Below: USS Shaw, sunk in the destroyed floating drydock YFD-2.
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